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Agenda
• GILTI: High Level Summary
• GILTI: Why a High-Tax Exclusion (HTE)?
• 2019 Proposed Regulations: GILTI HTE Overview
• GILTI Final Regulations: Changes and Takeaways
• GILTI Final Regulations: Technical Discussion
• High-Tax Rate/Applicable Income
• Consistency Requirement
• Steps to Determine Whether GILTI HTE Applies
• Tested Units Examples
• Disregarded Payments Example

• Compliance

• Subpart F HTE: Proposed Regulations
• Planning Opportunities and Pitfalls
October 22, 2020
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Introduction
• On July 20, 2020, GILTI HTE Final Regulations and Proposed Subpart F HTE
Regulations were released
• A discussion of how to navigate these provisions, which are exceedingly
complex
• Interactive panel discussion of how taxpayers can use these new elective
provisions in their GILTI and Subpart F planning

October 22, 2020
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GILTI HTE
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Background
• GILTI enacted by Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)
• US shareholder may be required to include active earnings of a CFC, which under pre-TCJA
law, would have been tax-deferred
• GILTI excludes from Tested Income/Tested Loss (1) US source ECI, (2) foreign oil and gas
income; (3) dividends received from related persons, (4) Subpart F income, and (5) income
excluded from Subpart F by reason of Subpart F income high-tax exception
• GILTI -- an anti-abuse, minimum tax provision intended to discourage taxpayers from using IP
to shift profits out of US
• GILTI minimum tax rate ranges for corporates from 10.5% to 13.125%
• 50% deduction (for tax years through 2025), assuming no taxable income limitation, for GILTI inclusion
= 10.50% rate
• 80% limitation on indirect FTCs and no carryover or carryback of foreign taxes; if FTC rate is 13.125 or
higher, no residual US corporate income tax, assuming no allocation or apportionment of deductions

• GILTI tax rate for individuals = 37% + 3.8% Net Investment Income Tax, unless:
• Interpose “C” corporation (if can avoid AET and PHC penalty tax regimes)
• Section 962 election
• Check-the-box planning
October 22, 2020
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Why HTE?
• GILTI not limited to low-taxed income
• Taxpayers argue legislative reference to 13.125% foreign tax rate, GILTI should not
apply to high-taxed income
• Further, GILTI can result in double taxation because of FTC limitations:
• 80% limit on use of indirect FTCs
• No carryback or carryover of FTCs
• Separate FTC limitation (with a passive income kick-out)

October 22, 2020
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GILTI HTE
Prior Proposed Regulations (2019)
• HTE based on 21% corporate tax rate, not 13.125% foreign minimum tax rate
• HTE applies only if foreign tax rate in excess of 90% of highest US corporate tax rate
(21%)
• HTE elective, but once made or revoked, could not be changed for a 60 month period
• Election made by CFC’s controlling US shareholders and binding on all US
shareholders
• Foreign tax rates determined separately with respect to each QBU of a CFC to
foreclose blending of high-taxed and low-taxed income, and contrary to taxpayer
requests, could not be applied on a CFC-to CFC basis
• Election intended to be effective prospective, for a CFC’s tax years beginning on or
after the rules are adopted as final regulations

October 22, 2020
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GILTI HTE Final Regulations
Changes and Takeaways
• High-tax rate. In excess of 18.9%; 13.125% rate rejected
• Election. Annual; 60 month rule dropped
• Election Made By: Controlling US Shareholder (>50% voting power) or if none, all §
958(a) US Shareholders
• Applies to: All CFCs within CFC Group (i.e., all CFCs owned by same controlling US
Shareholders (> 50% vote or value) and to all of a CFC’s other US Shareholders
(controlling shareholder notifies non-controlling US Shareholders)
• High-tax Determination. Made at “Tested Unit” level rather than by reference to QBU;
taxpayer requested CFC-by-CFC approach rejected
• Effective Date.
• CFC tax years beginning on or after July 23, 2020
• Can apply retroactively for tax years beginning after December 31, 2017, provided certain
consistency requirements satisfied
• Subpart F high-tax exception rules proposed to apply to CFC tax years ending on or after the
date the regulations finalizing the proposed rules are filed with the Federal Register
October 22, 2020
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GILTI/Subpart F HTE
High-Tax Rate/Applicable Income
• High-Tax Rate. Effective rate of foreign income tax in excess of 18.9%
• How High-Tax Rate Determined. Rate must be greater than 90% of the maximum US
corporate tax rate, currently 21%
• GILTI gross income. Generally, a CFC’s income other than amounts excluded below
• GILTI Tested Income excludes:
•

US source ECI

•

Foreign oil and gas income

•

Dividends received from related persons

•

Subpart F income, and

•

Income excluded from foreign base company income by reason of Subpart F income high-tax
exception

• Gross Tested Income Items of each ‘Tested Unit’ of a CFC

October 22, 2020
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GILTI High-Tax Election
Consistency Requirement
• General. Preliminary to determining whether HTE applies, it is important to identify
CFCs subject to election
• No CFC Group. Election applies to subject CFC and all US Shareholders, as majority US
Shareholder makes election, which is binding on minority US Shareholders
• CFC Group. Election applies to all CFCs within CFC Group and CFCs owned by minority
US Shareholders not within CFC Group
• If a CFC is a member of a controlling domestic shareholder group (CFC Group), GILTI high-tax
exclusion election (or revocation) is an all or nothing election: viz., made with respect to
each member of the CFC group or not made for any member of the CFC group
• CFC Group Definition.
•
•

§ 1504 affiliated group, with a more than 50% ownership threshold (vote or value), includes foreign
corporations and applies modified § 318(a) attribution rules
CFC Group determined as of close of CFC inclusion year ending with controlling domestic
shareholders tax years

• Tie-Breaker Rules. Not sufficiently comprehensive

• Notice Requirement. Controlling domestic shareholders must provide notice of
elections or revocations to each U.S. shareholder not a controlling domestic
shareholder
October 22, 2020
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Consistency Requirement
CFC Group

No CFC Group
HTE made by US Corp, but
binding on Unrelated US Ind.

HTE made by USP
For CFC Group

Unrelated US
Individual

US Corp

Unrelated
USCO

USP
70%

80%

CFC

October 22, 2020
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Whether GILTI HTE Applies (1)
1.

Identify CFC’s Tested Units

2.

Determine Tentative Gross Tested Income Items for Each of a CFC’s Tested Units
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

The amount of gross income attributable to a Tested Unit determined using a books and records approach (which
is a reasonable proxy for determining amount of gross income that foreign country of Tested Unit likely to subject
to tax)
Gross income within a single “Tested Income Group,” viz., general category income or passive category income
A special booking rule applies to items of a transparent entity held by a Tested Unit; items of transparent entity
reflected on the books and records of Tested Unit that holds interest in transparent entity
Items of gross income are determined under Federal income tax principles and then attributed to CFC’s Tested
Units to extent properly reflected on separate sets of books and records of Tested Units
Adjust gross income for disregarded payments, with certain adjustments (see slides on Disregarded Payments,
infra)

Allocate and Apportion CFC’s Deductions and Foreign Taxes to Determine Net Tentative Tested Income
for Each Tested Unit
a. Allocation and apportionment made generally under rules for calculating foreign tax credit limitation under § 904
and deemed paid taxes under Treas. Reg. § 1.960-1(d)(3)
b. Special rule for interest expense: the portion of an upper-tier CFC’s interest expense allocated/apportioned to a
lower-tier CFC’s assets/income allocated to upper-tier CFC’s residual income, not to upper-tier CFC’s gross Tested
Income, Treas. Reg. § 1.9551A-2(c)(7)(iii)A); consider impact of this special rule on EFTR and Tested Income of
Tested Units
c. Foreign taxes allocated and apportioned to Tentative Tested Income under principles of Treas. Reg. § 1.960-1(d)
d. Special rules for disregarded payment rules for foreign taxes, illustrated in Examples, infra

October 22, 2020
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Whether GILTI HTE Applies (2)
4.

Determine Effective Foreign Tax Rate (EFTR) with respect Each Tested Unit’s Tentative Tested
Income Items
a.

USD of foreign income taxes paid or accrued with respect to Tentative Tested Income item divided by USD
amount of the Tentative Tested Income Item + the amount of foreign income taxes

Foreign Income Tax/Tentative Tested Income Item + Foreign Income Tax = EFTR

• Result. This process will determine whether a taxpayer is eligible to make a HTE with
respect to a Tested Unit. If election made for a particular Tested Unit, gross income of
that Tested Unit excluded from that CFC’s gross Tested Income. See slide in Planning
Section for corollary consequences of making the High-Tax election
• Comment. Slides overviewing the determination of whether GILTI THE applies are
simplified -- In practice, determination extremely complex

October 22, 2020
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Tested Units
• Determination Made at Tested Unit Level. GILTI HTE based on gross Tested Income of a
CFC attributable to a Tested Unit
• Tested Unit:
•
•

A CFC
An interest in a pass-through entity (to include a partnership or a disregarded entity) held
directly or indirectly, by a CFC, if either
•
•

pass-through entity is a tax resident of a foreign country, or
pass-through entity not subject to tax as a resident, but treated as a corporation (or as another entity
not fiscally transparent) for purposes of CFC’s tax law

• A branch, or a portion of a foreign branch, whose activities are carried on directly or indirectly
by a CFC, provided that the branch
• Is treated as having a taxable presence in country in which branch located, or
• not regarded as a taxable presence in country in which branch located, but treated as a taxable presence
under owner’s tax law, and owner’s tax law provides for an exclusion, exemption, or other similar relief
(such as a preferential rate) for income attributable to branch

• Mandatory Combination Rule. Tested Units of a CFC (including CFC Tested Unit), other
than certain nontaxed branch Tested Units and Tested Units owned by different CFCs,
treated as single Tested Unit provided Tested Units are tax residents of, or located in,
same foreign country; rule applies irrespective of whether Tested Units subject to
same foreign tax rate and not conditioned on the Tested Units having same functional
currency
October 22, 2020
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GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4: Application of Tested Unit Rules
• Facts:

• CFC1X is a CFC and directly carries on activities in Country Y that
through a branch “FBY”), a taxable presence under Country Y tax law
and Country X tax law

USP

CFC1X

• Items reflected on books and records

EUR 50X –
Gross Income
(Item A + Item
B)

• For the CFC inclusion year, CFC1X had a €20x item of gross income
(Item A), properly reflected on the books and records of FBY, and a
€30x item of gross income (Item B), properly reflected on the books
and records of FDEX

• Tested Units:

• CFIX, CFIX’s interest in FDEX. CFIX’s interest in FBY and FDE1Y

• Identifying the tested units of CFC1X, pursuant to the combination
rule

FDEX

FBY

EUR 30X –
Gross Income
(Item B)

EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

FDE1Y

• Pursuant to the combination rule, the FDE1Y tested unit is combined
with the FBY tested unit and treated as a single tested unit because
FDE1Y is a tax resident of Country Y, the same country in which FBY is
located (the “Country Y tested unit”)
• The CFC1X tested unit (without regard to any items attributable to the
FDEX, FDE1Y, or FBY tested units) is also combined with the FDEX
tested unit and treated as a single tested unit because CFC1X and
FDEX are both tax residents of County X (the “Country X tested unit”)

21

GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4: Application of Tested Unit Rules
(Cont’d)
USP

CFC1X

FDEX
EUR 30X –
Gross
Income (Item
B)

FBY

• Computing the items of CFC1X

EUR 50X –
Gross
Income (Item
A + Item B)

FDE1Y

• Only Item A (€20x) is attributable to the Country Y
tested unit. Item A is not attributable to the
Country X tested unit because it is not reflected on
the separate set of books and records of the CFC1X
Tested Unit or the FDEX Tested Unit,. An item of
gross income is only attributable to one Tested
Unit
• Only Item B (€30x) is attributable to the Country X
Tested Unit

EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

22

GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4 (Alt. Facts: FBY Has No Taxable
Presence in Country Y and Country X No
Income Exclusion)
USP

CFC1X

FDEX

FBY

EUR 30X –
Gross Income
(Item B)

EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

EUR 50X –
Gross Income
(Item A + Item
B)

FDE1Y

• Facts:
• Facts are the same as in Example 4 above except that
FBY does not give rise to a taxable presence under
Country Y tax law moreover, Country X tax law does
not provide an exclusion, exemption, or other similar
relief with respect to income attributable to FBY
• Analysis – branch does not give rise to a taxable presence
in country where located.
• FBY is not a Tested Unit but is a transparent interest
• CFC1X has a Tested Unit in Country X that includes the CFC1X
tested unit (without regard to any items related to the
interest in FDEX or FDE1Y,) but that includes FBY since it is a
transparent interest and not a Tested Unit) and the interest
in FDEX
• CFC1X has another Tested Unit in Country Y, the interest in
FDE1Y

23

GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4 (Alt. Facts: FBY Tested Unit but not
Combined,
Country X Income Exclusion)
• Facts:

• The facts are the same as the original Example 4 except that
FBY does not give rise to a taxable presence under Country Y tax
law but Country X tax law provides an exclusion, exemption, or
other similar relief (such as a preferential rate) with respect to
income attributable to FBY

USP

CFC1X

FDEX
EUR 30X –
Gross Income
(Item B)

FBY
EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

EUR 50X –
Gross Income
(Item A + Item
B)

FDE1Y

• Analysis – Branch is a tested unit but is not combined.

• FBY is a Tested Unit
• CFC1X has two Tested Units in Country Y, the interest in FDE1Y
and FBY
• The interest in FDE1Y and FBY Tested Units are not combined
because FBY does not give rise to a taxable presence under the
tax law of Country Y
• CFC1X also has a Tested Unit in Country X that includes the
activities of CFC1X (without regard to any items related to the
interest in FDEX, the interest in FDE1Y, or FBY) and the interest
in FDEX
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GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4 (Alt. Facts: Split Ownership of
Tested Unit)
• Facts:

• The facts are the same as original Example 4 except that USP also
owns CFC2X, CFC1X does not own FDE1Y, and CFC1X and CFC2X
own 60% and 40%, respectively, of the interests of FPSY

• Analysis – CFC1X

USP

EUR 50X –
Gross Income
(Item A + Item
B)

CFC2X

CFC1X

40%
60%

FDEX
EUR 30X –
Gross Income
(Item B)

FBY
EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

FPSY

FPSY

• FBY and CFC1X’s 60% interest in FPSY are combined and treated
as a single unit of CFC1X (CFC1X’s Country Y Tested Unit)
• CFC1X’s interest in FDEX and CFC1X’s other activities are
combined and treated as a single Tested Unit of CFC1X (CFC1X’s
Country X Tested Unit)
• CFC1X’s Country Y Tested Unit is attributed any item of CFC1X
that is derived through its interest in FPSY to the extent the item
properly reflected on the books and records of FPSY.

• Analysis – CFC2X

• CFC2X and CFC2X’s 40% interest in FPSY are Tested Units of
CFC2X.
• CFC2X’s interest in FPSY is attributed any item of CFC2X that is
derived through FPSY to the extent properly reflected on FPSY’s
books and records

• Analysis – not combining CFC1X and CFC2X tested units

• None of the Tested Units of CFC1X are combined with the Tested
Units of CFC2X because they are Tested Units of different CFCs:
Combination rule only combines Tested Units of same CFC
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GILTI HTE Final Reg. Examples
Ex. 4 (Alt. Facts: Split Ownership of
Transparent Interest)
• Facts:

• The facts are the same as original Example 4 except that
USP also owns CFC2X, CFC1X does not own FDE1Y, and
CFC1X and CFC2X own 60% and 40%, respectively, of the
interests in FPSY, but FPSY is not a tax resident of any
foreign country and is fiscally transparent for Country X
tax law purposes

USP
EUR 50X –
Gross
Income (Item
A + Item B)

CFC2X

CFC1X

40%
60%

FDEX
EUR 30X –
Gross Income
(Item B)

FBY
EUR 20X –
Gross Income
(Item A)

FPSY

• Analysis – CFC1X

• CFC1X’s interest in FPSY is not a Tested Unit but is a
transparent interest
• Any item derived through its interest in FPSY and
properly reflected on books and records of FPSY treated
as properly reflected on the books and records of CFC1X

• Analysis – CFC2X

• CFC2X’s interest in FPSY is not a Tested Unit but i a
transparent interest
• Any item of CFC2X derived through its interest in FPSY
and properly reflected on books and records of FPSY
treated as properly reflected on the books and records of
CFC2X
26

GILTI HTE
Disregarded Payments
USP

• Gross income and deductions (other than for foreign
income taxes)
•

CFC1X

€20x
Interest
paid

•

FDE1Y

October 22, 2020

•

•

In Year 1, CFC1X generates €100x of gross income from
services to unrelated parties that would be gross Tested
Income without regard to Treas. Reg. § 1.951A-2(c)(7)
and that is properly reflected on books and records of
FDE1Y
The €100x of services income is general category income
under Treas. Reg. § 1.904-4(d)
In Year 1, FDE1Y accrues and pays €20x of interest to
CFC1X, which is deductible for Country Y tax purposes,
but disregarded for Federal income tax purposes
The €20x of disregarded interest income received by
CFC1X from FDE1Y is properly reflected on CFC1X’s
books and records, and €20x of disregarded interest
expense paid from FDE1Y to CFC1X is properly reflected
on FDE1Y’s books and records

GILTI High-Tax Exclusion
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GILTI HTE
Disregarded Payments (Cont’d)
• Foreign Income Taxes
USP

•
•
•

CFC1X

•

€20x
Interest
paid

• Tentative Gross Tested Income Items
FDE1Y

October 22, 2020

Country X imposes no tax on net income
Country Y imposes a 25% tax on net income
For Country Y tax purposes, FDE1Y (which is not disregarded
under Country Y tax law) has €80x of taxable income (€100x of
services income from unrelated parties, less €20x deduction
for interest paid to CFC1X)
FDE1Y incurs a Country Y income tax liability with respect to
Year 1 of €20x (€80x x 25%), US dollar amount of which is
$20x

•
•

CFC1X Tentative Gross Tested Income item = €20x (€0 + €20x)
FDE1Y Tentative Gross Tested Income item = €80x (€100x €20x)

GILTI High-Tax Exclusion
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GILTI HTE
Disregarded Payments (Cont’d)
• Foreign Income Tax Deduction

USP

•
•

CFC1X
€20x
Interest
paid

FDE1Y

• Tentative Tested Income Items
•
•

CFC1X Tentative Tested item = €20X
FDE1Y Tentative Tested item = €60X (€80X - €20X
taxes)

• Foreign Income Tax Paid or Accrued with Respect to a
Tentative Tested Income Item
•
•

October 22, 2020

€20x deduction for Country Y income taxes allocated
and apportioned solely to FDE1Y income group
None of Country Y taxes allocated and apportioned to
CFC1X income group because none of Country Y tax is
imposed solely by reason of disregarded interest
payment

Foreign income taxes paid or accrued with respect to
FDE1Y Tentative Tested Income item = $20x
Foreign income tax paid or accrued with respect to
CFC1X Tentative Tested Income item = $0

GILTI High-Tax Exclusion
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GILTI HTE
Disregarded Payments (Cont’d)
USP

• Effective Foreign Tax Rate
•
•

CFC1X
€20x

Interest
paid

• Gross Income Items excluded under §§ 954(b)(4) and
951A(c)(2)(A)(i)(III)
•

FDE1Y

October 22, 2020

EFTR with respect to the CFC1X tentative tested income
item = 0% ($0 / $20x)
EFTR with respect to the FDE1Y tentative Tested Income
item = 25% ($20X / $80X)

•

CFC1X – Doesn’t qualify under high-tax exception (0 <
18.9%). Not excluded from Tested Income under §§
954(b)(4) and 951A(c)(2)(A)(i)(III)
FDE1Y – Qualifies under high-tax exception (25% >
18.9%). Excluded from Tested Income under §§ 954(b)(4)
and 951A(c)(2)(A)(i)(III)

GILTI High-Tax Exclusion
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GILTI HTE
Compliance: Elections
• Election: Annual
• Made by:
• Controlling US Shareholders. Those US Shareholders who, in the aggregate, own (directly or
indirectly but not constructively), more than 50% of the total combined voting power of all
classes of stock of the CFC entitled to vote and who undertake to act on its behalf
• No controlling US Shareholders. Then, by all US Shareholders who own stock within the
meaning of § 958(a) in the CFC

• Can be made on:
• Annual return by filing statement with a timely filed original Federal income tax return
• Amended Return.
•
•

Taxpayer can elect to apply or revoke a prior election
Amended return must be filed with in 24 months of the unextended due date of original return of
controlling US Shareholder’s inclusion year that includes applicable CFC inclusion year
•

Amended returns for all US Shareholders of every CFC subject to election must be filed and paid within a sixmonth period

• Domestic Partnerships. Final Regulations provide guidance as to how these rules
operate in the case of a US Shareholder that is a domestic partnership
October 22, 2020
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GILTI HTE Effective Dates
• General Rule. Applies to taxable years of foreign corporations beginning on or after
July 23, 2020, and to taxable years of US shareholders in which or with which such
taxable years of foreign corporations end
• Retroactive Election.
• Final Regulations permit taxpayers to apply GILTI high-tax exclusion to taxable years of
foreign corporations beginning after December 31, 2017, and before July 23, 2020, and to
taxable years of U.S. shareholders in which or with which such taxable years of the foreign
corporations end
• Taxpayers that so elect must consistently apply Final Regulations rules to each taxable year
in which taxpayer applies GILTI HTE

October 22, 2020
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Subpart F HTE

34

Subpart F HTE
Proposed Regulations: Overview
• Generally conforms Subpart F THE rules to GILTI HTE rules and proposes several
changes to GILTI high-tax exclusion rules
• Provides for a single, unified election for Subpart F income and GILTI Tested Income
• Adopts US controlling shareholder/CFC consistency requirements
• Adopts Tested Unit approach
• Income Within Tested Unit Divided into Three Categories:
• General Gross Item: Includes Tested Income, Foreign Base Company Income, Insurance Income
• Equity transactions: e.g., dividends or losses attributable to stock, if income subject to preferential
rates or an exemption under tax law of country of residence of recipient
• Gross passive foreign personal holding company income

• Use Tested Unit’s “applicable financial statement” rather than separate books
and records to identify gross income attributable to a Tested Unit
• Use Tested Unit’s applicable financial statements for deductions rather than
Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8, but use US tax concepts for determining amounts
(income/gain/deduction/loss) and timing

October 22, 2020
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Subpart F HTE
Proposed Regulations: Anti-Abuse Rules
• Rule 1. Addresses transfers to qualify for de minimis Tested Unit combination rule
• De minimis rule combines Tested Units (on a non-elective basis) that are attributed gross
income less than (i) one percent of the CFC’s gross income, or (ii) $250,000
• De minimis combination rule applies after application of “same foreign country” combination
rule and combines Tested Units that are not residents of (or located in) same foreign country

• Rule 2. Targets cases where taxpayers may include, or fail to include, items on an
applicable financial statement or make, or fail to make, disregarded payments, to
manipulate application of high-tax exception if undertaken with a significant purpose of
avoiding the purposes of §§ 951, 951A, 954(b)(4), or Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.954-1(d)
• Rule 3. Addresses transactions/ structures involving certain instruments or reverse
hybrid entities undertaken with a significant purpose of manipulating whether an item
of income qualifies for high-tax exception

October 22, 2020
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Subpart F HTE
Proposed Regulations: Compliance
• Unified Election. Single election will apply for purposes of GILTI and Subpart F HTE
• Contemporaneous Documentation Requirement. Proposed Regulations include
contemporaneous documentation requirement to facilitate administration of rules
regarding these elections
• Form 5471. Information will be added to list of information required to be included
on Form 5471 (“Information Return of U.S. Persons With Respect to Certain Foreign
Corporations”)
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Subpart F HTE Proposed Regulations:
Coordination Rules
• § 952(c) Recapture. Current law §§ 952(c)(1)/954(b)(4) coordination rule proposed to
be eliminated; now unitary high-tax GILTI /Subpart F rule proposed to apply without
regard to § 952(c) limitation, thereby reducing amount of income eligible for unitary
election where CFC subject to § 952(c) limitation
• § 952(c)(2) E&P Increase Rule. Subpart F income of a CFC increased by E&P of CFC
recharacterized under § 952(c)(2), after determining items of income CFC that qualify
for HTE
• Full Inclusion Rule. High tax exception applies before the full inclusion rule and would
eliminate the special coordination rule in Treas. Reg. § 1.954-1(d)(6)
• Carryover of § 952(c)(2) Accounts. These accounts will carry over to acquiring
corporation (including foreign corporations that are not CFCs) in a distribution or
transfer described in § 381(a)
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Undefined or Negative Tax Rates
• In certain cases, the effective foreign tax rate at which taxes are imposed on a
tentative net item may result in an undefined value or a negative effective foreign tax
rate
• This may occur if foreign taxes are allocated and apportioned to the corresponding
item of gross income, and the tentative net item (plus the foreign taxes) is negative
because the amount of deductions allocated and apportioned to the gross income
exceeds the amount of gross income (plus the foreign taxes)
• The Proposed Regulations provide that effective rate of foreign tax with respect to a
tentative net item that results in an undefined value or a negative effective foreign tax
rate will be deemed to be high-taxed
• As a result, the item of gross income, and the deductions allocated and apportioned
to such gross income under rules set forth in the Treasury Regulations under § 861,
are assigned to the residual grouping, and no credit is allowed for the foreign taxes
allocated and apportioned to such gross income
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Subpart F HTE Proposed Regulations:
Amended Returns
• High-tax election may be made/revoked on amended Federal income tax return
under rules similar to those that apply to making/revoking GILTI high-tax exclusion
on amended Federal income tax return
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Subpart F HTE Proposed Regulations:
Effective Dates
• Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.951A-2, § 1.952-1(e), and § 1.954-1 proposed to apply to taxable
years of CFCs beginning after the date the Treasury decision adopting these rules as
final regulations is filed with the Federal Register, and to taxable years of U.S.
shareholders in which or with which such taxable years of foreign corporations end
• Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.952-1(f)(4) proposed to apply to taxable years of a foreign
corporation ending on or after July 20, 2020
• As a result of this applicability date, Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.952-1(f)(4) would apply with
respect to recapture accounts of an acquiring corporation for taxable years of the
corporation ending on or after July 20, 2020, even if the distribution or transfer
described in Section 381(a) occurred in a taxable year ending before July 20, 2020
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PLANNING
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Planning Considerations
Corollary IRC Impacts?

Is HTE a Viable Planning Tool?
• GILTI high-tax exclusion a potential planning tool
• In planning to utilize the exclusion, consider:
•

All or nothing scope

•

Impact on GILTI calculations

•

Corollary IRC Section impacts

• Computational complexities
• FTCs
• QBAI
• Expense Apportionment
• Special interest rules
• § 904(b)(4)

• Different impacts for different types of taxpayers:
•

US MNCs

•

Foreign Parented Groups

•

US Individuals and Partnerships

• Repatriations
• PTEP
• §245A

• Tax modeling necessary

• CARES Act NOL Carrybacks

•

Does THE result in Incremental tax cost or tax
savings?

•

Corollary impacts on other IRC Sections
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Planning for Corporates and
Individuals with CFCs if HTE Made
• Corporates
• Tested income not subject to GILTI taxation
• Excluded earnings should be able to be repatriated tax-free under § 245A

• Individuals.
• Tested income not subject to GILTI taxation
• Excluded earnings would be tax deferred until repatriated
• When repatriated, U.S. individual shareholders taxable at ordinary income tax rates, up to a
maximum rate of 37%, or reduced qualified dividend 20% rate, if CFC treaty eligible
• In addition, Net Investment Income Tax imposed at a 3.8 percent rate could apply to highearner taxpayers
• Compare to other planning options:
• § 962 Election
• Domestic corporation (if available, subject to AET and PHC provisions)
• Check-the-box planning
October 22, 2020
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Disclaimer
This power point presentation has been prepared for general guidance on
matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You
should not act upon the information in this power point presentation
without obtaining specific advice. No representation or warranty (express or
implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this power power point presentation
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Thank You
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Alan Granwell is a tax attorney with nearly 50 years experience in the
area of international taxation, resident in Holland & Knight's Washington,
D.C. office. His tax practice encompasses counseling both corporate and
private clients.
•

He represents multinational corporations on cross-border planning, transfer
pricing, tax controversy and tax compliance.

•

He serves as an expert witness in international tax controversy matters.

•

He counsels clients on the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act impact on existing
international transactions and structures, new planning opportunities and
pitfalls.

•

He advises financial institutions and their clients on international tax
enforcement initiatives, with special emphasis on the U.S. Department of
Justice Swiss Bank Program, the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)
and the Common Reporting Standard (CRS).

Alan Winston Granwell
Holland & Knight LLP
alan.granwell@hklaw.com
+1 202 469-5455

Mr. Granwell is a former International Tax Counsel and Director, Office of
International Tax Affairs of the U.S. Treasury Department.
Mr. Granwell is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel, the
"Webinar Czar" of STEP USA (Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners)
and a frequent speaker and commentator on international tax matters.
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W. Aaron Hawthorne

RSM US LLP
aaron.hawthorne@rsmus.com
+1 972 764 7100

Aaron Hawthorne is the RSM Dallas Private Client Services Leader and
the Houston International Private Client Services Leader.
He is a tax advisor to successful individuals and families, and the
businesses they own, providing resolution of complex financial issues to
protect and grow wealth, particularly in the income tax, gift tax, estate
tax, generation skipping tax and investment areas, to include multinational issues for those entering the United States.
His specialties are tax planning and structuring to properly limit tax
implications for families over multiple generations.
He prepares U.S. income, gift, estate and generation skipping tax returns
for individuals, trusts, partnerships, S Corporations and private
charitable foundations.
He is an attorney, a certified public accountant, and a certified financial
planner.
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Trang Phan is a senior managing director at RSM US LLP in International Tax
Services practice in Dallas, TX. She serves the Greater Texas market and
specializes in cross-border tax planning strategies and tax reporting &
compliance for multinational companies and the private equity markets. She
has 17 years of public accounting experience with both the Big Four and middle
market firms.
RSM US LLP
Trang.Phan@rsmus.com
+1 972 629 7943

Trang provides consulting and compliance support on a broad range of issues
across different industries, including private equity, manufacturing, technology,
and real estate. She regularly assists clients with the design and implementation
of various tax efficient structures in different geographic regions. In addition,
she also has considerable experience & deep technical expertise in the
following area: Global tax planning, tax efficient holding company and
financing strategy structures, cash repatriation & deployment, US tax
withholding, foreign tax credit planning, PFIC, Subpart F and Sec. 956 planning,
Base erosion anti-abuse tax (“BEAT”) planning, and FDII.
She is an attorney and is currently licensed in Texas, Minnesota and Nebraska.
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